INSTRUCTIONS
1. Decorate a sheet of paper 40 x 40 cms (16x16 inches), in mixed media. See below and p.2.
2. Fold it into an origami crane. See p. 2 or this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=299&v=yTY-nGYYq_c.
3. Choose a recipient from the following list
- Ambassadors to the UN (New York. U.S.A.)
addresses: http://www.un.org/en/member-states/index.html
- Museo De La Paz De Gernika
Foru Plaza, 1, 48300 Gernika-Lumo, Bizkaia, España
- Tehran Peace Museum (Iran)
North gate, City Park (Parke shahr), Tehran, Iran Zip code: 1114633131
4. Print the accompanying letter (p.3 - 5 according to the recipient) and sign.
5. Send the crane with the accompanying letter.
6. Remember to send the letter during one of the three periods mentioned on the website.
7. Send an email to: cranes@missilesintocranes.org with the name of the recipient
a photo or video of the crane so that your work can be archived.
Part I: from 20th to 30th October
Parte II: from15th to 25th November
Parte III: from 10th to 20th December
More recipients will be added to the list for the second and third dates.

This crane has been made by one of the participants in the current collective performance:
Turn Missiles into Cranes
Dear Ambassador
Encouraged by the recently adopted Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons I have decided to
send you this gift.
Inside this letter you will find a sheet of folded paper which has been decorated by me. When
restored to its original folded shape it becomes an origami crane. You probably know that origami
cranes are a symbol of peace.
You are receiving this in the hope that it may encourage you to insist on a diplomatic solution to the
current tense situation brought about by the actions of the leader of the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea, turbulent reactions by some parties and, more than ever, the recent escalation.
I am sure you must normally be very busy, so please keep the crane somewhere visible just to
remind you.
Yours faithfully

missilesintocranes.org e-mail: cranes@missilesintocranes.org
Promoted by: GRUppo ali dipinte https://gruppoalidipinte.wordpress.com/ (Pisa, Italy)
Centro di documentazione Semi sotto la neve www.semisottolaneve.org

This crane has been made by one of the participants in the current collective performance:
Turn Missiles into Cranes

Dear Members of the Fundación Museo De La Paz De Gernika
Your website events page shows that on 27-28/10/2017 there will be the 7th International Meeting
of Art and Peace, therefore I hope you will be very happy to receive this origami crane.
I decorated and folded it myself as a contrast to those who have threatened other countries with
missiles, those who have replied with personal insults or other other bellicose threats.
The origami crane is a message of peace, fraternity and love of our planet. Please keep it
somewhere visible in order to share this message with others. If you can, please encourage others to
make one, and make one yourself and send it to someone else to keep the message going; the
message being ART which desires to join people together and make them happy.
Yours faithfully

missilesintocranes.org e-mail: cranes@missilesintocranes.org
Promoted by: GRUppo ali dipinte https://gruppoalidipinte.wordpress.com/ (Pisa, Italy)
Centro di documentazione Semi sotto la neve www.semisottolaneve.org

This crane has been made by one of the participants in the current collective performance:
Turn Missiles into Cranes

Dear Members of the Tehran Peace Museum
I am sending you this origami crane, which I decorated and folded myself, as a contrast to those
who have threatened other countries with missiles, those who have replied with personal insults or
other other bellicose threats.
The origami crane is a message of peace, fraternity and love of our planet. Please keep it
somewhere visible in order to share this message with others. If you can, please encourage others to
make one, and make one yourself and send it to someone else to keep the message going; the
message being ART which desires to join people together and make them happy.
Yours faithfully

missilesintocranes.org e-mail: cranes@missilesintocranes.org
Promoted by: GRUppo ali dipinte https://gruppoalidipinte.wordpress.com/ (Pisa, Italy)
Centro di documentazione Semi sotto la neve www.semisottolaneve.org

